IS THERE A PRIMA FACIE OBLIGATION TO OBEY THE LAW?

M. B. E. Smith

*It isn’t a question of whether it was legal or illegal. That isn’t enough. The question is, what is morally wrong.*

—Richard Nixon, “Checkers Speech” 1952

Many political philosophers have thought it obvious that there is a prima facie obligation to obey the law; and so, in discussing this obligation, they have thought their task to be more that of explaining its basis than of arguing for its existence. John Rawls has, for example, written:

I shall assume, as requiring no argument, that there is, at least in a society such as ours, a moral obligation to obey the law, although it may, of course, be overridden in certain cases by other more stringent obligations.¹

As against this, I suggest that it is not at all obvious that there is such an obligation, that this is something that must be shown, rather than so blithely assumed. Indeed, were he uninfluenced by conventional wisdom, a reflective man might on first considering the question be inclined to deny any such obligation: As H. A. Prichard once remarked, “the mere receipt of an order backed by force seems, if anything, to give rise to the duty of resisting, rather than obeying.”²

I shall argue that, although those subject to a government often have a prima facie obligation to obey particular laws (*e.g.*, when disobedience has seriously untoward consequences or involves an act that is *mala in se*), they have no prima facie obligation to obey all its laws. I do not hope to prove this contention beyond a reasonable doubt: My goal is rather the more modest one of showing that it is a reasonable position to maintain by first criticizing arguments that purport to establish the obligation and then presenting some positive argument against it.

First, however, I must explain how I use the phrase “prima facie obligation.” I shall say that a person S has a prima facie obligation to do an act X if, and only if, there is a moral reason for S to do X which is such that, unless he has a moral reason not to do

---

X at least as strong as his reason to do $X$, $S$’s failure to do $X$ is wrong.\(^3\) In this discussion it will also be convenient to distinguish two kinds of prima facie obligation via the difference between the two kinds of statement which ascribe them. A specific statement asserts that some particular person has a prima facie obligation to perform some particular act. In contrast, a generic statement (e.g., “Parents have a prima facie obligation to care for their infant children”) asserts that everyone who meets a certain description has a prima facie obligation to perform a certain kind of act whenever he has an opportunity to do so. I shall therefore say that a person $S$ has a specific prima facie obligation to do $X$ if, and only if, the specific statement “$S$ has a prima facie obligation to do $X$” is true; and that he has a generic prima facie obligation to do $X$ if, and only if, $S$ meets some description $D$ and the generic statement “Those who are $D$ have a prima facie obligation to do $X$” is true.\(^4\)

Now, the question of whether there is a prima facie obligation to obey the law is clearly about a generic obligation. Everyone, even the anarchist, would agree that in many circumstances individuals have specific prima facie obligations to obey specific laws. Since it is clear that there is in most circumstances a specific prima facie obligation to refrain from murder, rape, or breach of contract, it is plain that in these circumstances each of us has a specific prima facie obligation not to violate laws which prohibit these acts. Again, disobeying the law often has seriously untoward consequences; and, when this is so, virtually everyone would agree that there is a specific prima facie obligation to obey. Therefore, the interesting question about our obligation vis-à-vis the law is not “Do individual citizens ever have specific prima facie obligations to obey particular laws?,” but rather “Is the moral relation of any government to its citizens such that they have a prima facie obligation to do certain things merely because they are legally required to do so?” This is, of course, equivalent to asking “Is there a generic prima facie obligation to obey the law?” Hereafter, when I use the phrase “the prima facie obligation to obey the law” I shall be referring to a generic obligation.

One final point in clarification: As used here, the phrase “prima facie” bears a different meaning than it does when used in legal writing. In legal materials, the phrase frequently refers to evidence sufficiently persuasive so as to require rebuttal. Hence, were a lawyer to ask “Is there a prima facie obligation to obey the law?,” a reasonable interpretation of his question might be “May a reasonable man take mere illegality to be sufficient evidence that an act is morally wrong, so long as there is no specific evidence tending to show it is right?” Let us call this the “lawyer’s question.” Now, the question of primary concern in this inquiry is “Is there any society in which mere illegality is a moral reason for an act’s being wrong?” The difference between these questions is that, were there a prima facie obligation to obey the law in the lawyer’s sense, mere illegality would, in the absence of specific evidence to the contrary, be evidence of wrongdoing, but it would not necessarily be relevant to a determination of whether lawbreaking is wrong where there is reason to think such conduct justified or even absolutely obligatory. In contrast, if there is a prima facie obligation to obey the law in the sense in which I am using the phrase, the mere illegality of an act is always relevant to the determination of its

---

\(^3\) The distinction between prima facie and absolute obligation was first made by W. D. Ross in *The Right and The Good* ch. 2 (1930). My account of prima facie obligation differs somewhat from Ross’; but I believe it adequately captures current philosophical usage. As for absolute obligation, I shall not often speak of it; but when I do, what I shall mean by “$S$ has an absolute obligation to do $X$” is that “$S$’s failure to do $X$ is wrong.”

\(^4\) My motive for distinguishing generic and specific prima facie obligations is simply convenience, and not because I think it provides a perspicuous way of classifying prima facie obligations. As a classification it is obviously defective. The two kinds of obligation overlap, since in a trivial sense every specific obligation can be construed as a generic one; and there are some prima facie obligations (e.g., the obligation to keep one’s promise), that fit neither description.
moral character, despite whatever other reasons are present.\(^5\) Hence, there may be a prima facie obligation to obey the law in the lawyer’s sense and yet be no such obligation in the sense of the phrase used here. Near the end of this article I shall return briefly to the lawyer’s question; for the present, I raise it only that it may not be confused with the question I wish to examine.

I

The arguments I shall examine fall into three groups: First, those which rest on the benefits each individual receives from government; second, those relying on implicit consent or promise; third, those which appeal to utility or the general good. I shall consider each group in turn.

Of those in the first group, I shall begin with the argument from gratitude. Although they differ greatly in the amount of benefits they provide, virtually all governments do confer substantial benefits on their subjects. Now, it is often claimed that, when a person accepts benefits from another, he thereby incurs a debt of gratitude towards his benefactor. Thus, if it be maintained that obedience to the law is the best way of showing gratitude towards one’s government, it may with some plausibility be concluded that each person who has received benefits from his government has a prima facie obligation to obey the law.

On reflection, however, this argument is unconvincing. First, it may reasonably be doubted whether most citizens have an obligation to act gratefully towards their government. Ordinarily, if someone confers benefits on me without any consideration of whether I want them, and if he does this in order to advance some purpose other than promotion of my particular welfare, I have no obligation to be grateful towards him. Yet the most important benefits of government are not accepted by its citizens, but are rather enjoyed regardless of whether they are wanted. Moreover, a government typically confers these benefits, not to advance the interests of particular citizens, but rather as a consequence of advancing some purpose of its own. At times, its motives are wholly admirable, as when it seeks to promote the general welfare; at others, they are less so, as when it seeks to stay in power by catering to the demands of some powerful faction. But, such motives are irrelevant: Whenever government forces benefits on me for reasons other than my particular welfare, I clearly am under no obligation to be grateful to it.

Second, even assuming \textit{arguendo} that each citizen has an obligation to be grateful to his government, the argument still falters. It is perhaps true that cheerful and willing obedience is the best way to show one’s gratitude towards government, in that it makes his

\(^5\) An example may help to make the point clear. If I promise that I will meet someone at a certain time, I have a prima facie obligation to keep my promise. Now, were this merely a prima facie obligation in the lawyer’s sense, without evidence to the contrary the fact that I had promised would be sufficient to hold that a breach of my promise was wrong, yet it would not be evidence of wrongdoing were there reason to believe the breach was justified or even obligatory. But, in fact, this is not what we think of promising. We think that if someone promises to do a thing there is a strong moral reason for him to do it and that, although this reason may sometimes be opposed by stronger reasons to the contrary, its weight does not disappear. In such cases, my promise is yet relevant to what I am absolutely obligated to do, although it is not always determinative. But, even when this reason is outweighed, it still discloses its existence by imposing fresh prima facie obligations (e.g., to tell the person I promised why I broke it). Hence, there is a prima facie obligation to keep one’s promise in the sense in which I here use the phrase.
gratitude unmistakable. But, when a person owes a debt of gratitude towards another, he does not necessarily acquire a prima facie obligation to display his gratitude in the most convincing manner: A person with demanding, domineering parents might best display his gratitude towards them by catering to their every whim, but he surely has no prima facie obligation to do so. Without undertaking a lengthy case-by-case examination, one cannot delimit the prima facie obligation of acting gratefully, for its existence and extent depends on such factors as the nature of the benefits received, the manner in which they are conferred, the motives of the benefactor, and so forth. But, even without such an examination, it is clear that the mere fact that a person has conferred on me even the most momentous benefits does not establish his right to dictate all of my behavior; nor does it establish that I always have an obligation to consider his wishes when I am deciding what I shall do. If, then, we have a prima facie obligation to act gratefully towards government, we undoubtedly have an obligation to promote its interests when this does not involve great sacrifice on our part and to respect some of its wishes concerning that part of our behavior which does not directly affect its interests. But, our having this obligation to be grateful surely does not establish that we have a prima facie obligation to obey the law.

A more interesting argument from the benefits individuals receive from government is the argument from fair play. It differs from the argument from gratitude in contending that the prima facie obligation to obey the law is owed, not to one’s government but rather to one’s fellow citizens. Versions of this argument have been offered by H. L. A. Hart and John Rawls. According to Hart, the mere existence of cooperative enterprise gives rise to a certain prima facie obligation. He argues that:

when a number of persons conduct any joint enterprise according to rules and thus restrict their liberty, those who have submitted to these restrictions when required have a right to a similar submission from those who have benefitted by their submission. The rules may provide that officials should have authority to enforce obedience and make further rules, and this will create a structure of legal rights and duties, but the moral obligation to obey the rules in such circumstances is due to the cooperating members of the society, and they have the correlative moral right to obedience.6

Rawls’ account of this obligation in his essay, Legal Obligation and the Duty of Fair Play,7 is rather more complex. Unlike Hart, he sets certain requirements on the kinds of cooperative enterprises that give rise to the obligation: First, that success of the enterprise depends on near-universal obedience to its rules, but not on universal cooperation; second, that obedience to its rules involves some sacrifice, in that obeying the rules restricts one’s liberty; and finally, that the enterprise conform to the principles of justice.8

---

6 Hart, Are There Any Natural Rights? 64 Phil. Rev. 185 (1955). I must note that Hart does not use the phrase “prima facie obligation,” maintaining that his argument establishes an obligation sans phrase to comply with the rules of cooperative enterprises. However, since his use of “obligation” seems much the same as my use of “prima facie obligation,” I shall ignore his terminological scruples.

7 Rawls, supra note 1. The same argument appears, although in less detail, in Rawls, Justice as Fairness, 67 Phil. Rev. 164 (1958), and Rawls, The Justification of Civil Disobedience, in Civil Disobedience: Theory and Practice (H. A. Bedau, ed. 1969)

8 Rawls, Legal Obligation and the Duty of Fair Play, in Law and Philosophy 10 (S. Hook, ed. 1964). According to Rawls, the principles of justice are “that everyone have an equal right to the most extensive liberty compatible with a like liberty for all;… [and] that inequalities are arbitrary unless it is reasonable to
also offers an explanation of the obligation: He argues that, if a person benefits from participating in such an enterprise and if he intends to continue receiving its benefits, he acts unfairly when he refuses to obey its rules. With Hart, however, Rawls claims that this obligation is owed not to the enterprise itself, nor to its officials, but rather to those members whose obedience has made the benefits possible. Hart and Rawls also agree that this obligation of fair play—“fair play” is Rawls’ term—is a fundamental obligation, not derived from utility or from mutual promise or consent. Finally, both Hart and Rawls conceive of legal systems, at least those in democratic societies, as complex practices of the kind which give rise to the obligation of fair play; and they conclude that those who benefit from such legal systems have a prima facie obligation to obey their laws.

These arguments deserve great respect. Hart and Rawls appear to have isolated a kind of prima facie obligation overlooked by other philosophers and have thereby made a significant contribution to moral theory. However, the significance of their discovery to jurisprudence is less clear. Although Hart and Rawls have discovered the obligation of fair play, they do not properly appreciate its limits. Once these limits are understood, it is clear that the prima facie obligation to obey the law cannot be derived from the duty of fair play.

The obligation of fair play seems to arise most clearly within small, voluntary cooperative enterprises. Let us suppose that a number of persons have gone off into the wilderness to carve out a new society, and that they have adopted certain rules to govern their communal life. Their enterprise meets Rawls’ requirements on success, sacrifice, and justice. We can now examine the moral situation of the members of that community in a number of circumstances, taking seriously Hart’s insistence that cooperating members have a right to the obedience of others and Rawls’ explanation of this right and its correlative obligation on grounds of fairness.

Let us take two members of the community, A and B. We may suppose, has never disobeyed the rules and A has benefitted from B’s previous submission. Has B a right to A’s obedience? It would seem necessary to know the consequences of A’s obedience. If, in obeying the rules, A will confer on B a benefit roughly equal to those he has received from B, it would be plainly unfair for A to withhold it from B; and so, in this instance, B’s right to A’s obedience is clear. Similarly, if, in disobeying the rule, A will harm the community, B’s right to A’s obedience is again clear. This is because in harming the community A will harm B indirectly, by threatening the existence or efficient functioning of an institution on which B’s vital interests depend. Since A has benefitted from B’s previous submission to the rules, it is unfair for A to do something which will lessen B’s chances of receiving like benefits in the future. However, if A’s compliance with some particular rule does not benefit B and if his disobedience will not harm the community, it is difficult to see how fairness to B could dictate that A must comply. Surely, the fact that A has benefitted from B’s submission does not give B the right to insist that A obey when B’s interests are unaffected. A may in this situation have an obligation to obey, perhaps because he has promised or because his disobedience would be unfair to some other member; but, if he does disobey, he has surely not been unfair to B.

expect that they will work out for everyone’s advantage and provided that the positions and offices to which they attached or from which they may be gained are open to all.” *Id.* at 11.

9 *Id.* At 13; Hart, *supra* note 6, at 185.
We may generalize from these examples. Considerations of fairness apparently do show that, when cooperation is perfect and when each member has benefited from the submission of every other, each member of an enterprise has a prima facie obligation to obey its rules when obedience benefits some other member or when disobedience harms the enterprise. For, if in either circumstance a member disobeys, he is unfair to at least one other member and is perhaps unfair to them all. However, if a member disobeys when his obedience would have benefited no other member and when his disobedience does no harm, his moral situation is surely different. If his disobedience is then unfair, it must be unfair to the group but not to any particular member. But this, I take it, is impossible: Although the moral properties of a group are not always a simple function of the moral properties of its members, it is evident that one cannot be unfair to a group without being unfair to any of its members. It would seem, then, that even when cooperation is perfect, considerations of fairness do not establish that members of a cooperative enterprise have a simple obligation to obey all of its rules, but have rather the more complex obligation to obey when obedience benefits some other member or when disobedience harms the enterprise. This does not, it is worth noting, reduce the obligation of fair play to a kind of utilitarian obligation, for it may well be that fair play will dictate in certain circumstances that a man obey when disobedience would have better consequences. My point is merely that the obligation of fair play governs a man’s actions only when some benefit or harm turns on whether he obeys. Surely, this is as should be, for questions of fairness typically arise from situations in which burdens or benefits are distributed or in which some harm is done.

The obligation of fair play is therefore much more complex than Hart or Rawls seem to have imagined. Indeed, the obligation is even more complex than the above discussion suggests, for the assumption of perfect cooperation is obviously unrealistic. When that assumption is abandoned, the effect of previous disobedience considered, an the inevitable disparity among the various members’ sacrifice in obeying the rules taken into account, the scope of the obligation is still further limited; we shall then find that it requires different things of different members, depending on their previous pattern of compliance and the amount of sacrifice they have made. These complications need not detain us, however, for they do not affect the fact that fairness requires obedience only in situations where noncompliance would withhold benefits from someone or harm the enterprise. Now it must be conceded that all of this makes little difference when we confine our attention to small, voluntary, cooperative enterprises. Virtually any disobedience may be expected to harm such enterprises to some extent, by diminishing the confidence of other members in its probable success and

---

10 Those intrigued by the mention of these additional factors may be interested to know that, when imperfect cooperation is taken into account, it can be shown that considerations of fairness establish no more than: (1) that a member A of a cooperative enterprise has a prima facie obligation to obey when his obedience will benefits some other member B from whose submission A has previously benefited and it is not the case that B has withheld from A more significant benefits than A withholds from B; and (2) that A has a prima facie obligation to obey when his disobediences harms the enterprise and there is some other member B from whose submission A has previously benefited and B has by his disobedience harmed the enterprise less than the harm which would be done by A’s disobedience.

As for the effect of disparity in sacrifice, it was only recently suggested to me that this factor must be taken into account, and I have not yet attempted to determine its effects precisely. A moment’s reflection discloses, however, that this additional factor would make the obligation still more complex. Were anyone to attempt a precise specification of the citizen’s obligations vis-à-vis the laws of his government, he would have to master these complexities; but my task is not so ambitious.
therefore reducing their incentive to work diligently towards it. Moreover, since they are typically governed by a relatively small number of rules, none of which ordinarily require behavior that is useless to other members, we may expect that when a member disobeys he will probably withhold a benefit from some other member and that he has in the past benefited significantly from that member’s obedience. We may therefore expect that virtually every time the rules of a small, voluntary enterprise call on a member to obey he will have a specific prima facie obligation to do so because of his obligation of fair play.

In the case of legal systems, however, the complexity of the obligation makes a great deal of difference. Although their success may depend on the “habit of obedience” of a majority of their subjects, all legal systems are designed to cope with a substantial amount of disobedience. Hence, individual acts of disobedience to the law only rarely have an untoward effect on legal systems. What is more, because laws must necessarily be designed to cover large numbers of cases, obedience to the law often benefits no one. Perhaps the best illustration is obedience of the traffic code: Very often I benefit no one when I stop at a red light or observe the speed limit. Finally, virtually every legal system contains a number of pointless or even positively harmful laws, obedience to which either benefits no one or, worse still, causes harm. Laws prohibiting homosexual activity or the dissemination of birth control information are surely in this category. Hence, even if legal systems are the kind of cooperative enterprise that gives rise to the obligation of fair play, in a great many instances that obligation will not require that we obey specific laws. If, then, there is a generic prima facie obligation to obey the laws of any legal system, it cannot rest on the obligation of fair play. The plausibility of supposing that it does depends on an unwarranted extrapolation from what is largely true of our obligations within small, cooperative enterprises to what must always be true of our obligations within legal systems.

In his recent book, Rawls has abandoned the argument from fair play as proof that the entire citizenry of even just governments has a prima facie obligation to obey the law. He now distinguishes between obligations (e.g., to be fair or to keep promises) and natural duties (e.g., to avoid injury to others). Obligations, according to Rawls, are incurred only by one’s voluntary acts, whereas this is not true of natural duties. In his book, he retains the obligation of fair play (now “fairness”); but he now thinks that this obligation applies only to those citizens of just governments who hold office or who have advanced their interests through the government. He excludes the bulk of the citizenry from having a prima facie obligation to obey the law on the ground that, for most persons, receiving benefits from government is nothing they do voluntarily, but is rather something that merely happens to them. He does not, however, take this to imply that most citizens of a reasonably just government are morally free to disobey the law: He maintains that everyone who is treated by such a government with reasonable justice has a natural duty to obey all laws that are not grossly unjust, on the ground that everyone has a natural duty to uphold and to comply with just institutions.

It is tempting to criticize Rawls’ present position in much the same way that I criticized his earlier one. One might argue that,

---

11 Indeed, it seems strange that Rawls should have attempted to base the prima facie obligation to obey the law on fair play, since he maintains that this latter obligation is incurred within cooperative enterprises that depend on near-universal cooperation. Rawls, *Legal Obligation and the Duty of Fair Play*, in *Law and Philosophy* 10 (S. Hook, ed. 1964).
13 *Id.*, at 336, 344.
14 *Id.* At 334-37, 350-62.
while it is true that officeholders and those who have profited by invoking the rules of a just government must in fairness comply with its laws when disobedience will result in harm to that government or when it withholds a benefit from some person who has a right to it, it is simply false that fairness dictates obedience when disobedience does no harm or withholds no benefit. One might further argue that the utility of a just government is such that one has a prima facie duty to obey when disobedience is harmful to it, but that, so long as disobedience does no harm, the government’s character is irrelevant to the question of whether one has a prima facie obligation to obey. These criticisms would, I think, show that if we are to base our normative ethics on an appeal to intuitively reasonable principles of duty and obligation, Rawls’ present position is no more satisfying than is his earlier one. However, although certainly relevant to an assessment of Rawls’ present position, these arguments cannot be regarded as decisive, for in his book Rawls does not rely on a bare appeal to moral intuition. He does not disregard the evidence of intuition, and he is glad to enlist its aid when he can; but, in putting forward particular principles of duty and obligation, he is more concerned with showing that they follow from his general theory of justice. Hence, to refute Rawls’ present position, one would have to set out his elaborate theory and then show either that it is mistaken or that the particular claims he makes on its basis do not follow from it. Such a task is beyond the scope of this article; and I shall therefore be content to observe that Rawls’ present position lacks intuitive support and, hence, that it rests solely on a controversial ethical theory and a complicated argument based upon it, neither of which have as yet emerged unscathed from the fire of critical scrutiny. His view deserves great respect and demands extended discussion, but it is not one which we must now accept, on pain of being unreasonable.

II

The second group of arguments are those from implicit consent or promise. Recognizing that among the clearest cases of prima facie obligation are those in which a person voluntarily assumes the obligation, some philosophers have attempted to found the citizen’s obligation to obey the law upon his consent or promise to do so. There is, of course, a substantial difficulty in any such attempt, viz., the brute fact that many persons have never so agreed. To accommodate this fact, some philosophers have invoked the concept of implicit promise or consent. In the Second Treatise, Locke argued that mere residence in a country, whether for an hour or a lifetime, constitutes implicit consent to its law. Plato and W. D. Ross made the similar argument that residence in a country and appeal to the protection of its laws constitutes an implicit promise to obey.

Nevertheless, it is clear that residence and use of the protection of the law do not constitute any usual kind of consent to a government nor any usual kind of promise to obey its laws. The phrases “implicit consent” and “implicit promise” are somewhat difficult to understand, for they are not commonly used; nor does Locke, Plato, or Ross define them. Still, a natural way of

15 J. Locke, Two Treatises of Government Bk. 11, paragraph 119 (1690).
16 I Plato, Dialogues 435 (B. Jowett, transl. 1892).
17 Ross, supra note 3, at 27.
understanding them is to assume that they refer to acts which differ from explicit consent or promise only in that, in the latter cases, the person has said “I consent…” or “I promise . . . ,” whereas in the former, he has not uttered such words but has rather performed some act which counts as giving consent or making a promise. Now, as recent investigation in the philosophy of language has shown, certain speech acts are performed only when someone utters certain words (or performs some other conventional act) with the intention that others will take what he did as being an instance of the particular act in question. And it is certain that, in their ordinary usage, “consenting” and “promising” refer to speech acts of this kind. If I say to someone, “I promise to give you fifty dollars,” but it is clear from the context that I do not intend that others will take my utterance as a promise, no one would consider me as having promised. Bringing this observation to bear on the present argument, it is perhaps possible that some people reside in a country and appeal to the protection of its laws with the intention that others will take their residence and appeal as consent to the laws or as a promise to obey; but this is surely true only of a very small number, consisting entirely of those enamoured with social contract theory.

It may be argued, however, that my criticism rests on an unduly narrow reading of the words “consent” and “promise.” Hence, it may be supposed that, if I am to refute the implicit consent or promise arguments, I must show that there is no other sense of the words “consent” or “promise” in which it is true that citizens, merely by living in a state and going about their usual business, thereby consent or promise to obey the law. This objection is difficult to meet, for I know of no way to show that there is no sense of either word that is suitable for contractarian purposes. However, I can show that two recent attempts, by John Plamenatz and Alan Gewirth, to refurbish the implicit consent argument along this line have been unsuccessful. I shall not quarrel with their analyses of “consent,” though I am suspicious of them; rather, I shall argue that given their definitions of “consent” the fact that a man consents to government does not establish that he has a prima facie obligation to obey the law.

Plamenatz claims that there are two kinds of consent. The first, which is common garden-variety consent, he terms “direct.” He concedes that few citizens directly consent to their government. He suggests, however, that there is another kind of consent, which he calls “indirect,” and that, in democratic societies, consent in this sense is widespread and establishes a prima facie obligation to obey the law. Indirect consent occurs whenever a person freely votes or abstains from voting. Voting establishes a prima facie obligation of obedience because:

---

20 Another recent tacit consent theory is found in J. Tussman, *Obligation and the Body Politic* (1960). I shall not discuss this theory, however, because it has already received adequate criticism in Pitkin, *Obligation and Consent I*, 59 Am. Pol. Sci. Rev. 990 (1965). Nor shall I discuss Pitkin’s own “hypothetical consent” theory that obedience is owed to those governments to which one ought to consent, because in her discussion of how political obligation is justified she does not appeal to the concept of hypothetical consent. She takes the problem of justifying political obligation to be the question “Why am I ever obligated to obey even legitimate authority?” She gives the question short shrift, however, replyng that it is simply part of the meaning of the phrase “legitimate authority” that those subject to legitimate authority have a prima facie obligation to obey it. See Pitkin, *Obligation and Consent II*, 60 Am. Pol. Sci. Rev. 39, 45-49 (1966).
22 *Id.* at 239-40.
Even if you dislike the system and wish to change it, you put yourself by your vote under a [prima facie] obligation to obey whatever government comes legally to power. . . . For the purpose of an election is to give authority to the people who win it and, if you vote knowing what you are doing and without being compelled to do it, you voluntarily take part in a process which gives authority to these people.23

Plamenatz does not explain why abstention results in a prima facie obligation, but perhaps his idea is that, if a person abstains, he in effect acknowledges the authority of whoever happens to win.

The key premise then in the argument is that “the purpose of an election is to give authority to the people who win it,” and it is clear that Plamenatz believes that this implies that elections do give authority to their winners. In assessing the truth of these contentions, it is, of course, vital to know what Plamenatz means by “authority.” Unfortunately, he does not enlighten us, and we must therefore speculate as to his meaning. To begin, the word “authority,” when used without qualification, is often held to mean the same as “legitimate authority.” Since prima facie obligation is the weakest kind of obligation, part of what we mean when we ascribe authority to some government is that those subject to it have at least a prima facie obligation to obey. However, if this is what Plamenatz means by “authority,” his argument simply begs the question: For, in order to be justified in asserting that the purpose of an election is to confer authority and that elections succeed in doing this, he must first show that everyone subject to an elected government has a prima facie obligation to obey its law, both those eligible to vote and those ineligible.

It is possible, however, that Plamenatz is using “authority” in some weaker sense, one that does not entail that everyone subject to it has a prima facie obligation to obey. If this is so, his premises will perhaps pass, but he must then show that those who are eligible to take part in conferring authority have a prima facie obligation to obey it. However, it is difficult to see how this can be done. First, as Plamenatz recognizes, voting is not necessarily consenting in the “direct” or usual sense, and merely being eligible to vote is even more clearly not consenting. Hence, the alleged prima facie obligation of obedience incurred by those eligible to vote is not in consequence of their direct consent. Second, Plamenatz cannot appeal to “common moral sentiment” to bolster his argument: This is because if we really believed that those eligible to vote have a prima facie obligation to obey, an obligation not incurred by the ineligible, we should then believe that the eligible have a stronger obligation than those who are ineligible. But, as far as I can tell, we do not ordinarily think that this is true. Finally, Plamenatz cannot rely on a purely conceptual argument to make his point. It is by no means an analytic truth that those subject to elected governments have a prima facie obligation to obey the law.24

23 Id.

24 A defender of Plamenatz, John Jenkins, appears to hold that something like this is an analytic truth, maintaining that: “if a person supposes that he has no obligation to a successful candidate because that candidate happens not to be the person for whom he cast his vote, then there is an excellent case for saying that the man has failed to understand the nature of the electoral process.” Jenkins, Political Consent, 20 Phil. Q. 61 (1970).

This seems a silly claim. Many who voted for George McGovern believe themselves to be under no obligation to Richard Nixon. Some are highly educated and close observers of the political scene. Were such a person to explain his belief that he is not obligated to Nixon solely on the ground that he did not
says, “The present government of the United States was freely elected, but because it exploits people its citizens have no obligation to obey it,” has perhaps said something false, but he has not contradicted himself. Plamenatz’s argument is therefore either question-begging or inconclusive, depending on what he means by “authority.”

Gewirth’s argument is similar to Plamenatz’s in that he also holds that a person’s vote establishes his prima facie obligation of obedience. He argues that men consent to government when “certain institutional arrangements exist in the community as a whole,” including “the maintenance of a method which leaves open to every sane, noncriminal adult the opportunity to discuss, criticize, and vote for or against the government.”\(^\text{25}\) He holds that the existence of such consent “justifies” government and establishes the subject’s prima facie obligation to obey because:

The method of consent combines and safeguards the joint values of freedom and order as no other method does. It provides a choice in the power of government which protects the rights of the electorate more effectively than does any other method. It does more justice to man’s potential rationality than does any other method, for it gives all men the opportunity to participate in a reasoned discussion of the problem of society and to make their discussion effective in terms of political control.\(^\text{26}\)

As it stands, Gewirth’s argument is incomplete. He makes certain claims about the benefits of government by consent which are open to reasonable doubt. Some communists, for example, would hold that Gewirth’s method of consent has led to exploitation, and that human rights and freedom are better protected by the rule of the party. This aside, Gewirth’s argument still needs strengthening. The fact that certain benefits are given only by government with a method of consent establishes only that such a government is better than one which lacks such a method. But, to show that one government is better than another, or even to show that it is the best possible government, does not prove that its subjects have a prima facie obligation to obey its laws: There is a prior question, which remains to be settled, as to whether there can be a prima facie obligation to obey any government. Gewirth does not carry the argument farther in his discussion of “consent,” but earlier in his paper he hints as to how he would meet this objection. He argues that “government as such” is justified, or made legitimate, by its being necessary to avoid certain evils.\(^\text{27}\) Indeed, although he does not explicitly so state, he seems to think that utilitarian considerations demonstrate that there is a prima facie obligation to obey any government that protects its subjects from these evils, but that there is an additional prima facie obligation to obey a government with a method of consent because of the more extensive benefits it offers. In the next section, I shall discuss whether a direct appeal to

\(^\text{25}\) Earlier in his discussion Gewirth distinguishes three senses of “consent”: an “occurrence sense, a “dispositional” sense, and an “opportunity” sense.\(^\text{Id.}\) at 13.

\(^\text{26}\) \text{Id.} at 139.

\(^\text{27}\) \text{Id.} at 135.
utility can establish a prima facie obligation to obey the law.

III

I shall consider three utilitarian arguments: the first appealing to a weak form of act-utilitarianism, the second and third to rule-utilitarian theories. To my knowledge, the first argument has never been explicitly advanced. It is nevertheless worth considering, both because it possesses a certain plausibility and because it has often been hinted at when philosophers, lawyers, and political theorists have attempted to derive an obligation to obey the law from the premise that government is necessary to protect society from great evil. The argument runs as follows:

There is obviously a prima facie obligation to perform acts which have good consequences. Now, government is absolutely necessary for securing the general good: The alternative is the state of nature in which everyone is miserable, in which life is “solitary, poor, nasty, brutish and short.” But, no government can long stand in the face of widespread disobedience, and government can therefore promote the general good only so long as its laws are obeyed. Therefore, obedience to the law supports the continued existence of government and, hence, always has good consequences. From this it follows that there is a prima facie obligation to obey the law.

On even brief scrutiny, however, this argument quickly disintegrates. The first thing to be noticed is that its principle of prima facie obligation is ambiguous. It may be interpreted as postulating either (a) an obligation to perform those acts which have any good consequences, or (b) an obligation to perform optimific acts (i.e., those whose consequences are better than their alternatives). Now, (a) and (b) are in fact very different principles. The former is obviously absurd. It implies, for example, that I have a prima facie obligation to kill whomever I meet, since this would have the good consequence of helping to reduce overpopulation. Thus, the only weak act-utilitarian principle with any plausibility is (b). But, regardless of whether (b) is acceptable—and some philosophers would not accept it—the conclusion that there is a prima facie obligation to obey the law cannot be derived from it, inasmuch as there are obvious and familiar cases in which breach of a particular law has better consequences than obedience. The only conclusion to be derived from (b) is that there is a specific prima facie obligation to obey the law whenever obedience is optimific. But no generic prima facie obligation to obey can be derived from weak act-utilitarianism.28

28 For example, some philosophers would hold that there is a prima facie obligation to refrain from acts which have undesirable consequences, but not that there is an obligation to perform the one act which has the best consequences. See, e.g., M. G. Singer, Generalization in Ethics, ch. 7 (1961).

29 For purposes of clarification, I should emphasize that I am here concerned with act-utilitarianism as a theory of prima facie, not absolute, obligation. There is no incongruity here. The consequences of acts count as having great moral significance on virtually every moral theory; and so, one need not be a strict act-utilitarian in order to maintain the principle that there is a prima facie obligation to act optimifically. Indeed, for a strict act-utilitarian such as Bentham, it is pointless to worry about whether there is a prima facie obligation to obey the law: He would hold that there is an absolute obligation to obey the law when, and
The second utilitarian argument appeals not to the untoward consequences of individual disobedience, but rather to those of general disobedience. Perhaps the most common challenge to those who defend certain instances of civil disobedience is “What would happen if everyone disobeyed the law?” One of the arguments implicit in this question is the generalization argument, which may be expanded as follows:

No one can have a right to do something unless everyone has a right to do it. Similarly, an act cannot be morally indifferent unless it would be morally indifferent if everyone did it. But, everyone’s breaking the law is not a matter of moral indifference; for no government can survive in such a circumstance and, as we have already agreed, government is necessary for securing and maintaining the general good. Hence, since the consequences of general disobedience would be disastrous, each person subject to law has a prima facie obligation to obey it.

In assessing this argument, we must first recognize that the generalization argument is a moral criterion to be applied with care, as virtually everyone who has discussed it has recognized. If we simply note that if everyone committed a certain act there would be disastrous consequences and thereupon conclude that there is a prima facie obligation not to commit acts of that kind, we will be saddled with absurdities. We will have to maintain, for example, that there is a prima facie obligation not to eat dinner at five o’clock, for if everyone did so, certain essential services could not be maintained. And, for similar reasons, we will have to maintain that there is a prima facie obligation not to produce food. Now, those who believe that the generalization argument is valid argue that such absurdities arise when the criterion is applied to acts which are either too generally described or described in terms of morally irrelevant features. They would argue that the generalization argument appears to go awry when applied to these examples because the description “producing food” is too general to give the argument purchase and because the temporal specification in “eating dinner at five o’clock” is morally irrelevant.

However, such a restriction on the generalization argument is fatal to its use in proving a prima facie obligation to obey the law. This is because a person who denies any such obligation is surely entitled to protest that the description “breaking the law” is overly general, on the ground that it refers to acts of radically different moral import. Breaking the law perhaps always has some bad consequences; but sometimes the good done by it balances the bad or even outweighs it. And, once we take these differences in consequences into account, we find that utilitarian generalization, like weak act-utilitarianism, can only establish a specific prima facie obligation only when, obedience is optimific, and would there end the discussion. At most, an act-utilitarian would hold that the rule “Obey the law” is a useful rule of thumb, to be followed only when the consequences of obedience or disobedience are difficult to discern.

30 Singer, supra note 28, at ch. 4.
31 I have borrowed these cases and this strategy for handling them from Singer. Id. at 71-83.
32 According to Singer, a mark of a description’s being overly general is that the generalization argument is “invertible” with respect to it, i.e. the consequences of everyone’s doing the act (given the description) is disastrous and the consequences of everyone’s failing to do it is also disastrous. Id. at 76-77. It is relevant to note that the generalization argument is plainly invertible with respect to the description “breaking the law.” Sometimes breaking the law is the only way to avoid a great evil; and so, if everyone were always to obey the law, such evils could never be avoided.
obligation to obey the law when obedience is optimific. Were everyone to break the law when obedience is optimific, the consequences would undoubtedly be disastrous; but it is by no means clear that it would be disastrous if everyone broke the law when obedience is not optimific. Since no one knows, with respect to any society, how often obedience is not optimific, no one can be certain as to the consequences of everyone acting in this way. Indeed, for all we know, if everyone broke the law when obedience was not optimific the good done by separate acts of law-breaking might more than compensate for any public disorder which might result. In sum, even if the generalization argument is regarded as an acceptable principle of prima facie obligation, the most it demonstrates is that there is a specific prima facie obligation to obey the law whenever the consequences of obedience are optimific.

Some readers—especially those unfamiliar with the recent literature on utilitarianism—may suspect that this last argument involves sleight of hand. They may object:

In your discussion of the generalization argument, you argued that we have no way of knowing the consequences if everyone disobeyed when obedience was not optimific. But, your argument rests on the premise that the act-utilitarian formula can be perfectly applied, whereas this is in fact impossible: The consequences of many acts are difficult or impossible to foretell: and so, were we all to attempt to be act-utilitarians, we would either make horrendous mistakes or be paralyzed into inaction. In constructing a rule-utilitarian theory of prima facie obligations, we should therefore concentrate not on the consequences of everyone following certain rules, but rather on the consequences of everyone trying to follow them. And, it seems reasonable to believe that, on such a theory, the rule “Obey the law” would receive utilitarian blessing.

As it stands, this objection is overdrawn. My argument does not presuppose that persons can generally succeed in applying the act-utilitarian formula: I merely speculated on the consequences of everyone behaving in a certain way; and I made no assumption as to what made them act that way. Moreover, the objection severely overestimates the difficulty in being a confirmed act-utilitarian. Still, the objection makes one substantial point that deserves further attention. Rule-utilitarian theories which focus on the consequences of everyone accepting (although not always following) a certain set of rules do differ markedly from the generalization argument; and so the question remains as to whether such a theory could establish a prima facie obligation to obey the law. I shall therefore discuss whether the most carefully developed such theory, that given by R. B. Brandt, does just this.

In Brandt’s theory, one’s obligations are (within certain limits) relative to his society and are determined by the set of rules whose

---

33 That the generalization argument and weak act-utilitarianism offer the same advice on the topic of obedience to the law should surprise no one familiar with D. Lyons, Forms and Limits of Utilitarianism (1965). Lyons there shows that act-utilitarianism and the generalization argument are extensionally equivalent. There is, it should be noted, a substantial difference between Lyons’ argument for equivalence and the argument I have here offered. Lyons argues for equivalence of a priori grounds, whereas I have relied on the empirical impossibility of determining the consequences of everyone disobeying the law when obedience is not optimific.

34 Brandt, Toward a Credible Utilitarianism, in Morality and the Language of Conduct 107 (H. N. Castendeda & G. Nakhnikian, eds. 1963). In the following I shall not be attacking a position Brandt holds, but only an argument that might be offered on the basis of his theory. In fact, in Utility and the Obligation to Obey the Law, in Law and Philosophy 43, 47-49 (S. Hook ed. 1964) Brandt expresses doubt as to whether is such an obligation.
acceptance in that society would have better consequences than would acceptance of any other set.\textsuperscript{35} According to this theory, then, there can be a generic prima facie obligation to obey the law within a given society if and only if, general acceptance of the rule “Obey the law,” as a rule of prima facie obligation, would have better consequences than were no rule accepted with respect to obeying the law, as well as better consequences than were some alternative rule accepted (\textit{e.g.}, “Obey the law when obedience to the law is optimific,” or “Obey the law so long as it is just”). Now, to many it may seem obvious that the ideal set of rules for any society will contain the rule “Obey the law,” on the ground that, were its members not generally convinced of at least a prima facie obligation to obey, disobedience would be widespread, resulting in a great many crimes against person and property. But, there are two reasons to doubt such a gloomy forecast. First, we must surely suppose that in this hypothetical society the laws are still backed by sanctions, thereby giving its members a strong incentive to obey its laws. Second, we must also assume that the members of that society accept other moral rules (\textit{e.g.}, “Do not harm others,” “Keep promises,” “Tell the truth”) which will give them a moral incentive to obey the law in most circumstances. It is, in short, a mistake to believe that unless people are convinced that they have a generic prima facie obligation to obey the law, they cannot be convinced that in most circumstances they have a specific prima facie obligation to obey particular laws. We may therefore expect that, even though members of our hypothetical society do not accept a moral rule about obedience to the law per se, they will still feel a prima facie obligation to act in accordance with the law, save when disobedience does no harm. There is, then, no reason to think that an orgy of lawbreaking would ensue were no rule about obedience to the law generally recognized; nor, I think, is there any good reason to believe that acceptance of the rule “Obey the law” would in any society have better consequences than were no such rule recognized. And, if this is so, there is surely no reason to think that recognition of this rule would have better consequences than recognition of some alternative rule. In sum, Brandt’s theory requires that we be able to determine the truth-value of a large number of counter-factual propositions about what would happen were entire societies persuaded of the truth of certain moral rules. But, even if we assume—and it is hardly clear that we should\textsuperscript{36}—that we can reliably determine the truth-value of such counter-factuels through “common sense” and our knowledge of human nature, Brandt’s form of rule utilitarianism gives no support for the proof of a prima facie obligation to obey the law.

\textsuperscript{35} According to Brandt’s theory, there is an absolute obligation to perform an act if it “conforms with that learnable set of rules the recognition of which as morally binding – roughly at the time of the act – by everyone in the society of the agent, except for the retention by individuals of already formed and decided moral convictions, would maximize intrinsic value.” Brandt, \textit{Toward a Credible Utilitarianism}, in \textit{Morality and the Language of Conduct} 107 (H. N. Castendeda & G. Nakhnikian, eds. 1963). He distinguishes three levels of rules, the first stating prima facie obligations and the latter two dealing with cases in which lower-level rules conflict. At every level, however, those in the favored set of rules are those whose recognition would have the best consequences, \textit{i.e.}, consequences better than were any alternative rule accepted, as well as better than were no such rule accepted. \textit{Id.} at 118-19.

\textsuperscript{36} As an illustration of the difficulty, Brandt suggests that the first-level rule “Keep your promises” is neither the one that we accept nor the rule about promises that would maximize utility. \textit{Id.} at 131-32. I think he is right to say that it is not the rule we accept, but how does he know that some more complex rule maximizes utility?